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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates to locks,
and specifically to locking mechanisms and locking de-
vices used for doors, gates, and the like.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Locking devices for doors and gates are well
known in the art. Many of these devices frequently com-
prise a cylinder lock and a locking bolt in a same housing,
the lock generally adapted to move the locking bolt be-
tween a locked position (door is locked) and an unlocked
position (door is unlocked).
[0003] A conventional cylinder lock generally compris-
es a cylindrical core inserted in a cylindrical hole inside
a casing, the cylindrical core adapted to rotate inside the
hole when a correct key is inserted in a key slot in the
core. Typically, prior to insertion of the key, the cylindrical
core is in a closed position with the locking bolt in the
locked position. Insertion of the correct key and rotation
of the cylindrical core to an open position causes the
locking bolt to move into the unlocked position.
[0004] The cylindrical core generally comprises a plu-
rality of vertical "key-pin" holes (typically 5 or 6 holes
although more or less holes may be used) disposed along
a portion of the length of the cylindrical core, and into
which are inserted "key" pins of varying lengths. The key
pins are generally rounded at an end to allow the key to
slide over them with relative ease when inserted and/or
removed from the key slot.
[0005] Vertically positioned in "driver-pin" holes in the
casing and above (or below) the key pins are spring-
loaded "driver" pins. Each driver pin generally corre-
sponds to a key pin below it, and is adapted to be pushed
downwards into the key-pin hole of the key pin preventing
the cylindrical core from rotating when there is no key in
the key slot. Occasionally, the number of driver pins may
be greater than the number of key pins, as typically used
in "mastered" locks (one key opens several locks). A lock-
ing mechanism as described is generally known as a "pin
tumbler locking mechanism". This type of locking mech-
anism is based on a misalignment in a shear line along
a point of intersection of the cylindrical core and the cas-
ing when an incorrect key is inserted in the key slot (that
is, the shape of the key when inserted into the key slot
causes one or more of the driver pins to be pushed into
the key-pin hole of the key pin below it, and/or causes
one or more key pins to be pushed into the driver-pin
hole of the driver pin above it) and the cylindrical core
may not be rotated. When the correct key is inserted in
the key slot, the key pins and the driver pins are posi-
tioned inside their respective key-pin holes and driver-
pin holes so that the
[0006] shear line is aligned and the cylindrical core may
be rotated to an open position.

[0007] A drawback in conventional cylinder locks is that
they generally occupy a relatively large portion of a door
area so as to provide space for rotation of the cylinder
core. Additionally, space may also be required to accom-
modate a transmission mechanism, such as for example
a cam, adapted to translate rotational motion of the cy-
lindrical core into linear motion of a bar which secures
and releases the locking bolt. Occasionally, a problem
may arise in applications where the door area available
to the locking device is restricted and which may limit the
use of the conventional cylinder locks.
[0008] GB 430168 A, DE2435149 A1, DE2532076 A1
disclose examples of conventional locks according to the
preamble of claim 1 with a lock-core being of a prismatic
shape and having a sliding movement. Further conven-
tional locks are disclosed in FR 2530715 A1, FR1196802
A, FR898459 A, FR1010520 A and US2480481 A. It is
therefore the prime object of the invention to provide an
alternative pin-tumbler mechanism with a sliding lock
core. It is a further object of the invention to provide a
novel locking device which provides similar locking char-
acteristics as those of conventional cylinder locks yet oc-
cupies a smaller door area than that occupied by the
cylinder locks.
[0009] It is still a further object of the invention to pro-
vide for a locking device wherein a pin-tumbler locking
arrangement is used as part of the locking mechanism
however operable by a longitudinal rater than rotational
movement.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] In order to achieve the aforementioned aims,
the present invention provides a pin-tumbler locking
mechanism according to the appended set of claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] These and additional constructional features
and advantages of the invention will become more clearly
understood in the light of the following description of sev-
eral preferred embodiments thereof given by way of ex-
ample only, with reference to the attached drawings,
wherein

Fig. 1 is a planar, partly cross-sectional view of a
locking device including an exemplary locking mech-
anism in an open lock position, according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a section H-II of the locking mechanism of
Fig. 1;
Figs. 3A - 3F and 4 illustrate successive stages of
operations of the locking mechanism of Fig. 1 from
an open position to a locked position thereof;
Figs. 5A - 5D illustrate successive stages of opera-
tions of the locking mechanism of Fig. 1 from a locked
position to an open position thereof; and
Fig. 6 schematically illustrates a flow diagram of an
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exemplary method of closing and opening the lock-
ing mechanism according to a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0012] Reference is made to Fig. 1 which schematically
illustrates a cross-sectional plan view of a door mounting
plate 10 comprising an exemplary locking device 100 in-
cluding an exemplary locking mechanism 101 in an open
lock position, and to Fig. 2 which is a section II-II of Fig. 1.
[0013] Mounting plate 10 may be fastened to any type
of door known in the art, or any other lockable item such
as vaulet, safe or suitcase wherein the use of a regular
tumbler-pin locking mechanism is unsuitable due to in-
sufficient wall width or other reasons.
[0014] The locking/unlocking of the device 100 is de-
scribed for the purposes of illustration as applied to a
locking button 108 which, in the unlocked position is re-
tractable from the surface of the plate 10. Obviously other
arrangements may be chosen such as arms, levers, cam,
rotors and the like for effecting the locking/unlocking op-
eration.
[0015] There is provided a pin-tumbler mechanism 120
adapted to be operated by slidingly pushing/pulling a pris-
matic shaped lock-core 114 coupled to a bar 110, from
an open position (unlocked position) to a closed position,
and further adapted to be unlocked by slidingly pulling
the lock core 114 from the closed position to the open
position. This contrasts with other pin-tumbler mecha-
nisms known in the art which involve rotating a cylinder
core.
[0016] Reference shall now be made to Figs. 3A - 3F
which schematically illustrate on an enlarged scale the
locking mechanism 101 operated from an open position
to a closed position.
[0017] Lock casing 104 includes a prismatic chamber
118 bordered by at-least front wall 121, rear wall 119,
and a planar surface (shear-line surface) 117 extending
from the front wall to the rear wall. The lock-core 114 is
seated inside chamber 118 and adapted to slide longitu-
dinally along shear-line surface 117 between front wall
121 and rear wall 119 along with the lock bar 110 which
is slidingly supported within a slot 115.
[0018] Sliding core 114 towards the open position, from
rear wall 119 towards front wall 121, pulls bar 110 through
slot 115 away from locking button 108, releasing the bolt.
[0019] Casing 104 includes a series of spring-support-
ed key pins seated inside a series of bores, for example
seven key pins 151 - 157 freely seated inside seven key-
pin holes (bores) 151H - 157H , the key-pin holes being
linearly deployed along shear-line surface 117 between
front wall 121 and rear wall 119. Optionally, key-pin holes
151H - 157H are arranged on shear-line surface 117 in
a plurality of lines. Optionally, key pins 151 -157 and key-
pin holes 151H-157H are comprised in a modular pin unit
(not shown), the unit adapted to be attached to casing

104 to form a part of the casing.
[0020] Key pins 153 - 157 are spring-loaded and are
adapted to extend from key-pin holes 153H - 157H be-
yond shear-line surface 117 when not subject to an op-
posing force (a force applied from the key slot - see be-
low). In contrary, key pins 151 and 152, are normally
flushed with shear-line surface 117 even when not sub-
ject to an opposing force namely always blocked from
projecting beyond the shear-line 117, but allowed to re-
tract into their respective holes 151H and 152H.
[0021] Hence, when subject to an opposing force, all
pins 151 - 157 are adapted to retract into key-pin holes
151H - 157H, as-well-as becoming flush with shear-line
surface 117.
[0022] Lock-core 114 includes a key slot 120 adapted
to receive a key 126; and a series of driver pins of various
lengths (see bellow) slidably received inside a series of
driver-pin holes (bores), for example driver pins 161 -
165 inside five driver-pin holes 161H -165H (see Fig. 3D),
the driver-pin holes arranged in a plane of the key slot.
[0023] Key 126 is inserted into key slot 120 through a
keyhole 106 extending from a front section of casing 104
to front wall 121. Driver-pin holes 161H - 165H extend
from a sliding surface 127 at an interface of core 114
along shear-line surface 117 up to a second end inside
key slot 120. Driver-pin holes 161H - 165H are positioned
along sliding surface 127 such that each driver-pin hole
is coaxially aligned with a first series of key-pin holes
comprising key-pin holes 151H - 155H, respectively,
when core 114 is in the open position (Figs. 3A, 3B).
Driver-pin holes 161H - 165H are further positioned along
sliding surface 127 such that each driver-pin hole is co-
axially aligned with a second series of key-pin holes,
which may include one or more key-pin holes from the
first series, and includes key-pin holes 153H - 157H, re-
spectively, when core 114 is in the closed position (Fig.
3C). When coaxially aligned, a center of a circular cross-
section of a key-pin hole and a center of a circular cross-
section of a driver-pin hole are aligned along a same axis.
[0024] Driver pins 161 - 165 are of varying lengths (one
or more pins may be of a same length), adapted to project
into key slot 120 by the spring loaded key pins 151 - 157.
Driver pins 161 - 165 project into key slot 120 by a dif-
ferent extent according to their respective lengths. Driver
pins 161 - 165 are further adapted to retract into driver-
pin holes 161H - 165H when key 126 is inserted into key
slot 120, teeth 131 and notches 132 (Fig. 3A) pushing
down on driver pins 161 - 165 until all ends thereof, con-
tacting the respective key pins 151-155 align (becomes
flushed) with shear-line surface 117 (an end of each key
pin 151 - 157 also aligns with shear-line surface 117).
Alignment of driver pins 161 - 165 (and key pins 151 -
157) with shear-line surface 117 allows for core 114 to
slide on shear-line surface 117 between front wall 121
and rear wall 119. Driver pins 161 - 165 are additionally
adapted to not align with shear-line surface 117 when an
incorrect key is inserted (or no key is inserted).
[0025] In Fig. 3A locking mechanism 101 is shown in
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an open position with key 126 partly inserted in key slot
120. In the open position, core 114 abuts front wall 121,
bar 110 receded into chamber 118 through slot 115, lock-
ing button 108 being released. Key-pin holes 151H -
155H are coaxially aligned with driver-pin holes 161H -
165H, so that a first series of key pins 151 - 155 contact
and push the respective drive pins to project into key slot
120. Three key pins 153 - 155 extend from key-pin holes
153H - 155H, respectively, into driver-pin holes 163H -
165H effectively locking core 114 in place (the core re-
mains stationary). Two key-pins 151 and 152 are flushed
with shear-line surface 117, key-pin holes 151H and
152H comprising means (blocking shoulders) for pre-
venting the projection of the key pins beyond the shear-
line surface. Optionally, key-pin hole 151H or 152H are
stepped for preventing the projection of key pin 151 or
152 beyond shear-line surface 117 by said shoulders as
best seen in Fig. 3D. The length of driver pins 161 and
162 are such that an end of each driver pin projects into
key slot 120 when key pins 151 and 152 are in their nor-
mal position, namely flushed with shear-line 117.
[0026] In a locking operation, key 126 is inserted
through keyhole 106 into key slot 120. In a preferred em-
bodiment, key 126 is a double sided key (see bellow),
one side alternately comprising teeth 131 adapted to
push downwards on driver pins 161 - 165 as the key
advances into key slot 120 (and removed from the key
slot), and notches 132, each notch associated with a par-
ticular driver pin, and adapted to act on the driver pins
and position them into alignment with shear-line surface
117. Driver pins 161 - 165 do not alter the position of key
pins 151 - 155 which remain in alignment with shear-line
surface 117.
[0027] Fig. 3B shows locking mechanism 101 still in
the open position, with key 126 fully inserted in key slot
120. A knob or pawl 128 in key 126 abuts a front section
of core 114, the knob adapted to push the core from front
wall 121 to rear wall 119 when moving the core to the
closed position. As seen in the figure, first series driver
pins 161 - 165 have been positioned into alignment with
shear-line surface 117 by their respective (associated)
notches 132. First series key pins 151 - 155 are also
retracted into alignment with shear-line surface 117. Core
114 can then be slid along shear-line surface 117 from
abutting front wall 121 (open position) to abutting rear
wall 119 (closed position) while key pins 151 - 155 and
driver pins 161 - 165 remain aligned with shear-line sur-
face 117.
[0028] In Fig. 3C locking mechanism 101 is shown in
the closed position namely after driving the core 114 fully
home. (core 114 abuts rear wall 119, bar 110 extends
through slot 115 securing locking button 108 (Fig. 1).
[0029] Four driver pins 162 - 165, and four key pins
154 - 157, are aligned along shear-line surface 117. Two
key pins 151 and 152 remain inside key-pin holes 151H
and 152H, respectively (as previously discussed, these
holes include means to prevent the key pins from pro-
jecting outwards). Key pin 153 protrudes from key-pin

hole 153H into driver-pin hole 161H pushing driver pin
161 into key slot 120 and to abutment with a notch 132
in key 126. The extension of key pin 153 into driver-pin
hole 161H effectively locks core 114 in place (the core
remains stationary) while key 126 is retracted from key
slot 120 (see Fig. 3D).
[0030] Figs. 3E and 3F show key 126 partially with-
drawn (each figure shows a different stage of withdrawal)
from key slot 120 while core 114 is in the closed position.
As key 126 is withdrawn, driver pins 165, 164, 163 and
162 become gradually relieved to project into the key
slot; driver pin 161 remains in its projected position. Once
the key 126 is fully removed, the projection of key-pins
153 - 157 into driver-pin holes 161H - 165H locks core
114 in the inserted position, and lock button 108 is en-
gaged by bar 110 as shown in Fig. 4.
[0031] As already mentioned, the key 126 further com-
prises a second series of teeth 133 and notches 130 the
function of which shall now be discussed with reference
to Figs. 5A-5D illustrating the unlocking operation, name-
ly shifting the core 114 into the open position of Fig. 1.
[0032] In Fig. 5A, as also shown in Fig. 4, second series
key pins 153 - 157 project into driver-pin holes 161H -
165H, pushing driver pins 161 - 165 into key slot 120,
and locking core 114 in place (in the closed position -
core locked position). Two first series key pins 151 and
152 are shown aligned with shear-line surface 117.
[0033] Key 126 is inverted, so that teeth 133 and notch-
es 130 may act on driver pins 161 - 165, and pushed
through keyhole 106 into key slot 120.
[0034] Obviously, another key with a set of teeth and
notches substantially the same to teeth 133 and notches
130 in key 126 can be used.
[0035] Fig. 5B shows locking mechanism 101 in the
closed position, with key 126 fully inserted in key slot
120. Driver pins 161 - 165 are positioned into alignment
with shear-line surface 117 by their respective notches
130. All key pins 151 - 157 are aligned with shear-line
surface 117. By just pulling the key out, core 114 will
follow-suit, sliding along shear-line surface 117 while key
pins 151 - 157 and driver pins 161 - 165 remain aligned
with shear-line surface 117 (no relative movement be-
tween the Key 126 and the core 114 due to friction against
the driver pins). Fully extracting the Key will result the
resuming of the open position as shown in Fig. 5D.
[0036] Reference is now made to Fig. 6 which sche-
matically illustrates a flow diagram of an exemplary meth-
od of closing and opening locking mechanism 101, ac-
cording to a preferred embodiment. Reference is also
made to Fig. 1, 2, 3A - 3F, 5, and 5A - 5D in describing
the method. The exemplary method described herein is
not intended to be limiting in any way, form or manner,
and it should be evident to a person skilled in the art that
variations may exist in the implementation of the method.
[0037] STEP 200: Locking mechanism 101 is open
(unlocked); core 114 is in the open position, abutting front
wall 121. First series key-pin holes 151H - 155H are
aligned with first series driver-pin holes 161H - 165h in
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core 114. Key pins 153 - 155 in the key-pin holes project
into the driver-pin holes. Core 114 is locked in the open
position by key pins 153 - 155 in the driver-pin holes 163H
- 165H. Key pins 151 - 155 push driver pins 161 - 165 so
that the driver pins extend into key slot 120.
[0038] STEP 201: Key 126 is inserted through keyhole
106 into key slot 120 until knob 128 abuts with a front
section of core 114. Driver pins 161 - 165 are pushed
down by teeth 131 in key 126, and their alignment position
with shear-line surface 117 secured by notches 132 on
the key. Driver pins 161 - 165 push on five key pins 151
- 155 , key pins 153 - 155 retracting in key-pin holes 153H
- 155H until aligned with shear-line surface 117. Key pin
151 and 152 are also aligned with shear-line surface 117.
[0039] STEP 202: Key 126 is pushed so that core 114
slides inside chamber 118 along shear-line surface from
front wall 121 until abutting with rear wall 119 (closed
position). Bar 110 extends outwards from chamber 118
through slot 115 in rear wall 119, for securing locking bolt
108.
[0040] STEP 203: Second series key-pin holes 153H
- 157H align with driver-pin holes 161 - 165. Key pin 153
projects into driver-pin hole 163H pushing driver pin 163
to abut with slot 132 in key 126. Core 114 is maintained
stationary by key pin 153 for removal of key 126.
[0041] STEP 204: Key 126 is withdrawn from key slot
120.
[0042] STEP 205: Second series key-pins 153 - 157
project into driver-pin holes 161H - 165H. Driver pins 161
- 165 are pushed into key slot 120 as there is no resist-
ance from removed key 126. Core 114 is in the closed
position and locking mechanism 101 is locked.
[0043] STEP 206: Key 126 is inverted and inserted
through keyhole 106 into key slot 120. Driver pins 161 -
165 are pushed down by teeth 133 in key 126, and their
alignment position with shear-line surface 117 secured
by notches 130 on the key. Driver pins 161 - 165 push
on key pins 153- 157 so that they retract into key-pin
holes 153H - 157H until aligning with shear-line surface
117.
[0044] STEP 207: Key 126 is pulled so that core 114
slides inside chamber 118 along shear-line surface 117
from rear wall 119 until abutting with front wall 121 (open
position). Bar 110 is pulled into chamber 118 through slot
115 in rear wall 119, releasing locking button 108.
[0045] STEP 208: First series key-pin holes 151H -
155H align with driver-pin holes 161H - 165H. Core 114
is maintained stationary in the open position by the abut-
ment with front wall 121 for key 126 to be removed.
[0046] STEP 209: Key 126 is withdrawn from key slot
120.
[0047] STEP 210: Locking mechanism 101 is open
(unlocked); core 114 is in the open position, abutting front
wall 121. First key-pin holes 151H - 155H are aligned
with driver-pin holes 161H - 165H in core 114, key pins
153 - 155 in key-pin holes 153h - 155h extend into the
driver-pin holes. Core 114 is locked in the open position
by key pins 153 - 155 in driver-pin holes 163H - 165H.

Key pins 151 - 155 push driver pins 161 - 165 so that an
end of each driver pin extends into key slot 120.
[0048] Those skilled in the art to which this invention
pertains will readily appreciate that numerous changes,
variations and modifications can effectuated without de-
parting from the scope of the invention as defined in and
by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A pin-tumbler locking mechanism comprising:

a lock-core (114) with an elongated key slot
(120) and a series of bores (161H-165H) ar-
ranged in a plane of the key slot;
a corresponding series of driver pins (161-165)
of various lengths slidably received in the bores;
a lock-core casing (104) movably supporting the
lock-core (114), the interface between the lock-
core and the lock casing defining a planar sur-
face (117);
a first series of spring-supported key pins
(151-155) seated in a series of bores coaxially
with the said driver pins so that normally at least
some of the key pins extend beyond the planar
surface, being in contact and adapted to push
the driver pins to project into the key slot each
by a different extent according to the respective
lengths thereof;
a first key (126) comprising alternately teeth and
notches (131;132) so that when inserted into the
key slot the driver pin ends contacting the key
pins become flushed with the planar surface to
allow said movement of the lock-core;
wherein the locking of the locking mechanism is
attained by sliding the lock-core by the key a
pre-set distance ("the core locked position") and
withdrawing the key from the key slot; and
wherein the lock core (114) is of prismatic shape
and said movement is a sliding movement char-
acterized by a second key and a second series
of key pins (156;157) in line with the said first
series, whereby in the said locked position at
least some of the said first series of driver pins
(164; 165) become aligned with the key pins
(156; 157) of the second series whereby the un-
locking of the mechanism is attained by inserting
the second key with teeth and noches (130;133)
into the key slot and pulling the lock-core (114)
by the second key away from the core locked
position and withdrawing the key from the key
slot ("the unlocked core position").

2. The mechanism as claimed in Claim 1 further com-
prising means associated with at least one (151;152)
of the first series of the key pins for preventing the
projection thereof beyond the planar surface (117).
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3. The mechanism as claimed in Claim 2 wherein the
said at least one key pin (151) is the first-in-line of
the first key pin series (151-155).

4. The mechanism as claimed in Claim 3 wherein the
said at least one key pin comprises the first (151)
and the second-in-line (152) of the first key pin series.

5. The mechanism as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the
first and second keys (126) are identical except for
one of said teeth and notches.

6. The mechanism as claimed in Claim 5 wherein the
first-in-line tooth of the second key is removed.

7. The mechanism as claimed in Claim 6 wherein the
teeth and notches (131;132) of the first key and the
teeth and notches (130;133) of the second key are
applied to one and the same key (126), each at one
side thereof.

8. The mechanism as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the
lock-core (114) is coupled to a lock operator for ap-
plying a reciprocal locking and unlocking movement
to a locking device bolt (110).

Patentansprüche

1. Verriegelungsmechanismus mit Stiftzuhaltungen,
der Folgendes aufweist:

einen Schlosskern (114) mit einem langge-
streckten Schlüsselschlitz (120) und einer Serie
von Bohrungen (161H-165H), die in einer Ebene
des Schlüsselschlitzes angeordnet sind;
eine entsprechende Serie von Treiberstiften
(161-165) von verschiedenen Längen, die ver-
schiebbar in den Bohrungen aufgenommen
sind;
ein Schlosskerngehäuse (104), das bewegbar
den Schlosskern (114) trägt, wobei die Schnitt-
stelle zwischen dem Schlosskern und dem
Schlossgehäuse eine ebene Oberfläche (117)
definiert;
eine erste Serie von federgelagerten Schlüssel-
stiften (151-155), die in einer Serie von Bohrun-
gen koaxial mit den Treiberstiften eingesetzt
sind, so dass normalerweise zumindest einige
der Schlüsselstifte sich über die ebene Oberflä-
che hinaus erstrecken, wobei sie in Kontakt sind
und ausgebildet sind, um auf die Treiberstifte zu
drücken, um in den Schlüsselschlitz jeweils in
einem unterschiedlichen Ausmaß entspre-
chend ihren jeweiligen Längen vorzustehen;
einen ersten Schlüssel (126), der abwechselnd
Zähne und Vertiefungen (131; 132) aufweist, so
dass, wenn er in den Schlüsselschlitz eingesetzt

ist, die Treiberstiftenden, welche die Schlüssel-
stifte berühren, mit der ebenen Oberfläche bün-
dig werden, um die Bewegung des Schloss-
kerns zu gestatten;
wobei die Verriegelung des Verriegelungsme-
chanismus erreicht wird durch Schieben des
Schlosskerns durch einen Schlüssel um eine
voreingestellte Distanz ("die Kern-Verriegelt-
Position") und durch Zurückziehen des Schlüs-
sels aus dem Schlüsselschlitz; und
wobei der Schlosskern (114) eine Prismenform
hat und wobei die Bewegung eine Gleitbewe-
gung ist,
gekennzeichnet durch einen zweiten Schlüs-
sel und eine zweite Serie von Schlüsselstiften
(156; 157) in einer Reihe mit der ersten Serie,
wobei in der verriegelten Position zumindest ei-
nige der ersten Serien von Treiberstiften (164;
165) mit den Schlüsselstiften (156; 157) der
zweiten Serie ausgerichtet werden, wodurch die
Entriegelung des Mechanismus erreicht wird
durch Einführen des zweiten Schlüssels mit
Zähnen und Vertiefungen (130; 133) in den
Schlüsselschlitz und durch Ziehen des Schloss-
kerns (114) durch den zweiten Schlüssel weg
von der Kern-Verriegelt-Position und Zurückzie-
hen des Schlüssels aus dem Schlüsselschlitz
("Kern-Entriegelt-Position").

2. Mechanismus nach Anspruch 1, der weiter Mittel
aufweist, die mit zumindest einem (151; 152) der ers-
ten Serie von Schlüsselstiften assoziiert sind, um zu
verhindern, dass dieser bzw. diese über die ebene
Oberfläche (117) vorstehen.

3. Mechanismus nach Anspruch 2, wobei der zumin-
dest eine Schlüsselstift (151) der erste in der Reihe
der ersten Serie von Schlüsselstiften (151-155) ist.

4. Mechanismus nach Anspruch 3, wobei der zumin-
dest eine Schlüsselstift den ersten (151) und den
zweiten (152) in der Reihe der ersten Serie von
Schlüsselstiften aufweist.

5. Mechanismus nach Anspruch 1, wobei die ersten
und zweiten Schlüssel (126) identisch sind außer
einem der Zähne und Vertiefungen.

6. Mechanismus nach Anspruch 5, wobei der erste
Zahn in der Reihe des zweiten Schlüssels entfernt
ist.

7. Mechanismus nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Zähne
und Vertiefungen (131; 132) des ersten Schlüssels
und die Zähne und Vertiefungen (130; 133) des zwei-
ten Schlüssels an dem gleichen Schlüssel (126) je-
weils an einer Seite davon angebracht sind.
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8. Mechanismus nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schloss-
kern (114) mit einer Schlossbetätigungsvorrichtung
verbunden ist, um eine hin und her gerichtete Ver-
riegelungs- und Entriegelungsbewegung auf einen
Verriegelungsbolzen (110) aufzubringen.

Revendications

1. Mécanisme de verrouillage à cylindre à goupilles
comportant:

un noyau de verrouillage (114) avec une fente
pour clé allongée (120) et une série d’alésages
(161H-165H) agencés dans un plan de la fente
pour clé;
une série correspondante de goupilles
(161-165) de différentes longueurs reçues de
manière coulissante dans les alésages;
un coffre de noyau de verrouillage (104) sup-
portant de manière mobile le noyau de ver-
rouillage (114), l’interface entre le noyau de ver-
rouillage et le coffre de verrouillage définissant
une surface plane (117);
une première série de broches de serrure
(151-155) supportées par ressort et agencées
dans les alésages coaxialement auxdites gou-
pilles, de telle sorte qu’au moins certaines des
broches de serrure s’étendent au-delà de la sur-
face plane, en étant en contact et adaptées pour
pousser les goupilles dans la fente pour clé, cha-
cune étant d’une extension différente en fonc-
tion de leur longueur respective;
une première clé (126) comprenant alternative-
ment des crans et des encoches (131,132) de
sorte que lorsqu’elle est insérée dans la fente
pour clé, les extrémités des goupilles sont en
contact avec les broches de serrure et affleurent
la surface plane pour permettre le mouvement
du noyau de verrouillage;
dans lequel verrouillage du mécanisme de ver-
rouillage est obtenu par coulissement du noyau
de verrouillage via la clé sur une distance pré-
définie (« la position verrouillée du noyau ») et
en retirant la clé de la fente pour clé ; et dans
lequel le noyau de verrouillage (114) a une for-
me prismatique et ledit mouvement est un mou-
vement de coulissement,
caractérisé en ce que, via une seconde clé et
une seconde série de broches de serrure
(156;157) alignée avec la première série, dans
ladite position verrouillée, au moins certaines
des goupilles (164;165) de la première série
s’alignent avec les broches de serrure
(156 ;157) de la seconde série, et le déver-
rouillage du mécanisme est obtenu en insérant
la seconde clé à crans et encoches (130 ;133)
dans la fente pour clé et en tirant sur le noyau

de verrouillage (114) via la seconde clé hors de
la position de verrouillage et en retirant la clé de
la fente pour clé (« la position déverrouillée du
noyau »).

2. Mécanisme selon la revendication 1 comprenant en
outre des moyens associés à au moins une des bro-
ches de serrure (151 ;152) de la première série pour
empêcher de s’étendre au-delà de la surface plane
(117).

3. Mécanisme selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la-
dite au moins une broche de serrure (151) est la
première en ligne de ladite première série de bro-
ches de serrure (151-155).

4. Mécanisme selon la revendication 3, dans lequel la-
dite au moins une broche de serrure comprend la
première (151) et la seconde en ligne (152) de la
première série de broches de serrure.

5. Mécanisme selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
première et seconde clés (126) sont identiques ex-
cepté pour l’un desdits crans et encoches.

6. Mécanisme selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le
premier cran en ligne de la seconde clé est retiré.

7. Mécanisme selon la revendication 6, dans lequel les
crans et les encoches (131 ;132) de la première clé
et les crans et les encoches (130 ;133) de la seconde
clé sont appliqués à une même clé (126), de chaque
côté de celle-ci.

8. Mécanisme selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
noyau de verrouillage (114) est associé à un opéra-
teur de verrouillage pour appliquer un mouvement
de verrouillage et de déverrouillage réciproque à un
boulon de dispositif de verrouillage (110).
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